Leverage open source
software to modernize and
transform your applications
DXC Technology and Red Hat
partnership
DXC Technology and Red
Hat partnership at a glance
• DXC’s world-class industry and
solutions expertise, combined
with Red Hat’s complete opensource product portfolio,
helps enterprises accelerate
the modernization of their
applications using a best-inclass managed services model.
• DXC is a Premier Partner and
Certified Provider for Red Hat.
• As partners for more than a
decade, DXC and Red Hat
provide a powerful synergy
that spans the globe, with
teams in 70 countries.

About Red Hat
Red Hat is the world’s leading
provider of enterprise open source
software solutions and services,
using a community-powered
approach to deliver reliable and
high-performing Linux, hybrid
cloud, container, and Kubernetes
technologies. Red Hat helps
customers develop cloud-native
applications, integrate existing
and new IT, and automate,
secure, and manage complex
environments. Learn more at
http://www.redhat.com

The DXC Technology and Red Hat partnership combines DXC’s vast
global reach and expertise in delivering enterprise-level solutions
with innovative technologies developed by Red Hat, the world’s
leading open source software provider. DXC has partnered with
Red Hat to deliver open source solutions at scale — connecting
and integrating data, devices and applications across the enterprise
to enable digital transformation.
Our partnership focus is to help businesses modernize and
transform their enterprise applications by moving them to Red Hat
platforms, while leveraging the intellectual property and innovations
from Red Hat and DXC. Together, DXC and Red Hat have created
a unified, integrated, hybrid cloud capability for operating
workloads across a variety of infrastructure environments.
Client benefits
Red Hat and DXC are closely aligned to
build, sell and deliver a repeatable cloud
platform as a service (PaaS) that provides
developers and IT organizations an agile
means for deploying new applications
on secure, scalable resources with
minimal configuration and management
overhead. We do this via our Application
Transformation Factory for Red Hat,
which modernizes and transforms
applications to PaaS environments
using Red Hat technologies.
The benefits include:
• Access to technology expertise.
DXC’s certified Red Hat platform
specialists can help enterprises
integrate and deploy applications on
multiple public, private or hybrid clouds.
• Faster time to market. Using
container technology, we accelerate
application and infrastructure

provisioning, which reduces the
time for new projects and increases
revenue opportunities for your IT
and DevOps teams.
• Improved service performance.
Containerization means developing new
applications faster, with higher reliability
and better performance. It also results
in fewer errors, increased scalability
and improved services in areas such as
DevOps and business operations.
• Managed services. DXC provides a
wide range of managed application
services to operate complex business
solutions on a large scale. Using
the latest Red Hat technologies,
these services are architected for
enterprise-grade high availability,
and include automating application
builds, testing, deployment, patching
and performance reporting.

Joint offerings/solutions
To help enterprises improve operational
efficiencies, reduce operating expenses
and transform their application
landscape, DXC and Red Hat offer
innovative joint solutions, including:
DXC Managed Container Platform
as a Service Powered by Red Hat
OpenShift: Build, deploy and manage
containers at scale for running legacy or
cloud-native enterprise applications. This
fully managed service for the Red Hat
OpenShift Container Platform features
built-in operational management
that automates the building, testing,
deployment and scaling of applications.
Enterprises can automatically scale out
this service, which uses the latest Red
Hat technologies, via a self-service portal
to support changing business needs.
DXC Application Containerization
as a Service (aCaaS) with Red Hat
OpenShift: Leverage DXC and Red
Hat’s extensive intellectual property
to automate the containerization
process. Discover a full range of
services, such as an applications
assessment and preparation of
deployment configurations, while
gaining access to mature DXC factory
lines and tools for refactoring. Services
include the deployment, monitoring
and management of containers with
the ability to automatically scale
application capacity to meet demand.

Workplace and mobility platform
using Red Hat OpenShift: Empower
employees and improve workplace
productivity by enabling consumerlike experiences and the ability to work
at any time from any location on any
device. By leveraging Red Hat OpenShift,
we can help your enterprise provide
a next-generation work environment
enhanced by managed, provisioned
software services.
Application Integration Services
with Red Hat JBoss integration
portfolio: Support all stages of planning,
implementing and operating application
program interface (API) management and
application integration. DXC and Red
Hat provide the enterprise, industry and
technology expertise to deliver solutions
that interconnect with your application
development and management life
cycles and are aligned with your
business operations. The Red Hat JBoss
enterprise integration and 3scale
API management platforms deliver
enterprise-grade security, performance
and scalability in any environment.

Differentiation
The DXC and Red Hat partnership
combines DXC’s enterprise perspective
and deep industry expertise with Red Hat’s
powerful open source solutions.
DXC has a large global presence in cloud
and enterprise applications and the ability
to deliver digital transformation at scale.

Clients can benefit from the synergy
provided by DXC’s cloud expertise and
ability to host applications in our global
data centers and in public clouds such
as AWS and Azure, combined with Red
Hat’s industry-leading open-source
technologies.
Through our partnership, we maintain
unique resources available to our
clients, including early access to
Red Hat software releases. Our
resources include the DXC Application
Transformation Factory for Red Hat
and the DXC Center of Expertise on
Red Hat Platforms, both of which help
enterprises tap into Red Hat innovations
to enable rapid and flexible application
deployments. DXC also provides
training in Red Hat solutions, tools and
approaches through a scalable training
model that can include classroom or
web-based training.
Our joint intellectual property and
expertise in areas such as automation,
mobility and cloud optimization can help
you develop and deliver cost-effective
solutions. Together, we employ unique
capabilities that deliver trusted, proven
solutions at every point of your digital
transformation journey.

Learn more at
www.dxc.technology/
partner_network

About DXC Partner Network
Our robust programmatic structure of 250+ industry-leading Strategic and Solution Partners works to deliver
the right solution and the right team to address complex, critical client business challenges. Learn more at
www.dxc.technology/partner_network.
About DXC Technology
DXC Technology, the world’s leading independent, end-to-end IT services company, manages and modernizes
mission-critical systems, integrating them with new digital solutions to produce better business outcomes.
The company’s global reach and talent, innovation platforms, technology independence and extensive
partner network enable more than 6,000 private- and public-sector clients in 70 countries to thrive on change.
For more information, visit www.dxc.technology.
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